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Abstract. This paper proposes a dual-band Fabry-Pérot
Cavity Antenna (FPCA) operating at two important WLAN
bands – the 2.4 GHz band and 5.8 GHz band. It exhibits
Circular Polarization (CP) at 2.4 GHz and Linear Polarization (LP) at 5.8 GHz. The proposed antenna uses only
a single Partially Reflecting Surface (PRS) layer to achieve
good 3dB gain bandwidths in both the bands. The cavity
height of the antenna is also significantly reduced by using
an Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) ground plane.
The antenna achieves a 3dB axial ratio bandwidth
(AR-BW) of 7.9% at 2.4 GHz with peak measured gains of
14.3 dBi and 15.5 dBi at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz respectively. The antenna also exhibits a 3dB gain BW of 7.8% in
the first band and 5.5% in the second band.
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1. Introduction
Compact metamaterial based antennas have become
very popular in recent times [1–3]. Owing to their small
size, they have small values of gain. They can be used in
applications where the antenna size is a constraint. However, in some applications, the antenna size is not a factor
and very high gain antennas are required. For such applications, Fabry-Pérot Cavity antennas are the best candidates.
In 1956, Giswalt von Trentini demonstrated that by
placing a partially reflecting sheet in front of an antenna
with a reflecting screen, the directivity of the antenna is
greatly enhanced [4]. Such cavities, consisting of a fully
reflecting bottom wall and a partially reflecting top wall,
are called Fabry-Pérot Cavities (FPCs). When an antenna is
placed inside the cavity near the bottom wall, the resulting
system is referred to as a Fabry-Pérot Cavity Antenna
(FPCA). The resonance condition of the FPC is given by
the following equation:
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where c is speed of light in vacuum, h is cavity height, fr is
cavity resonant frequency, φPRS and φGND are reflection
coefficient phases of the PRS and ground plane, respectively. The radiation that leaks through the PRS at resonance is highly directive due to constructive interference of
the fields inside the cavity. This directivity enhancement
property of the FPC has been exploited to design many
high gain antennas [5–9].
One inherent disadvantage of conventional FPCAs is
their narrow 3dB gain bandwidths. This is because the
cavity resonance condition is satisfied by only a single
frequency, fr and the field interference within the cavity
becomes less constructive as we move away from fr. This
leads to a reduction in the directivity of the radiated beam.
The 3dB gain bandwidth (BW) is therefore an effective
measure of how wideband an FPCA actually is.
One way to increase the 3dB gain BW of FPCAs is by
using a PRS whose reflection coefficient phase increases
with frequency. This ensures that the resonance condition
of (1) is satisfied even when the frequency is increased.
This method is used in [10] and [11] to achieve wider 3dB
gain BWs. However, both these antennas use two or more
PRS layers to achieve a wider bandwidth. This leads to an
increased cavity height and bulky configuration. The positive reflection phase gradient can also be achieved by using
a single PRS layer. In [12], the authors use a single PRS
layer with metallization on both sides of the substrate to
achieve a positive reflection phase gradient.
The FPCA proposed in this paper operates in two important wireless communication bands - the 2.4 GHz band
and 5.8 GHz band. They are popularly referred to as the
WLAN bands. The proposed antenna radiates a Right Hand
CP (RHCP) wave at 2.4 GHz and a linearly polarized (LP)
wave at 5.8 GHz. The antenna consists of only a single
PRS layer and exhibits a positive reflection phase gradient
in both the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands. An Artificial
Magnetic Conductor (AMC) is used as the antenna ground
plane. The cavity height of the FPCA is reduced significantly by manipulating the reflection phases of the PRS
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and the AMC ground plane. The dimensions of the proposed antenna are 1.5λ2.4GHz  1.5λ2.4GHz  0.18λ2.4GHz
(187.5 mm  187.5 mm  22.5 mm) where λ2.4GHz is free
space wavelength at 2.4 GHz. The FPC significantly enhances the gain of the antenna in both the frequency bands.
The proposed antenna has a greatly reduced cavity
height and only a single PRS layer which makes it compact
and rigid. It also has high gains and wide 3dB gain BWs in
both bands. Circular polarization at 2.4 GHz further enhances communication by mitigating orientation mismatch
loss between transmitter and receiver.

(a)

2. Design of PRS and AMC Unit Cells
All the simulations of this paper have been performed
using CST Studio Suite. The analysis of the unit cells have
been performed with periodic boundary conditions along
both axes (x axis and y axis) in the plane of the unit cell.
Both the antenna with AMC ground plane and the PRS are
designed on FR-4 substrates (εr = 4.2, tanδ = 0.02, thickness
= 1.52 mm).

2.1 PRS Unit Cells
In [12], the authors use two periodic arrays of closely
resonating structures, each printed on the opposite side of
a dielectric substrate, to design a PRS which achieves
a positive reflection phase gradient.
Using the same principle, the proposed antenna also
consists of two arrays of closely resonating elements
printed on either side of the FR-4 substrate. However, the
resonating elements used in this paper are different from
the ones used in [12]. The top and bottom unit cells of the
proposed PRS are shown in Fig. 1.
The top unit cell consists of a cross-shaped printed
metallic structure while the bottom unit cell consists of
a square patch present inside a square loop. The resonating
structures on the top (Fig. 1(a)) and bottom (Fig. 1(b))
together help to create a positive reflection phase gradient.
The dimensions of the top and bottom unit cells are optimized by varying the gaps and element dimensions until
the positive reflection phase gradients lie within the two
bands of operation.
The simulated phases and magnitudes of the reflection
coefficients in the two bands are shown in Fig. 2. The pos-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. PRS unit cell: (a) top and (b) bottom.

(b)
Fig. 2. Reflection coefficient magnitudes and phases of the
PRS in the (a) 2.4 GHz band and (b) 5.8 GHz band.

itive reflection phase gradient extends from around
2.3 GHz to 2.5 GHz in the first band and from 5.7 GHz to
5.9 GHz in the second band. It can be seen that the reflection coefficient magnitudes are quite high, which should
result in high gain enhancement [4].
The reflection phases at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz are
145° and 135° respectively. These values will be needed in
calculations performed in the following section.
The E-field distributions on the top and bottom unit
cells of the PRS are shown in Fig. 3. In the bottom unit
cell, the majority of the E-fields are concentrated in the gap
between the outer square loop and inner square patch at
both 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz. In the top unit cell, the E-fields
are concentrated along the upper and lower portions of the
cross at 2.4 GHz and along the four corners of the cross at
5.8 GHz. The interactions of the top and bottom unit cells
help in generating positive reflection phase gradients at
both 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 3. E-field distributions (V/m) at (a, b) 2.4 GHz and (c, d)
5.8 GHz.
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2.2 AMC Ground Plane
Equation (1) tells us that the Fabry-Perot cavity height
h depends on the reflection phases of both the PRS layer
and the ground plane (it depends on the sum of φPRS and
φGND). Therefore, h can be reduced significantly by manipulating φGND and φPRS. Variations of φGND can be achieved
by using an AMC ground plane instead of the normal metallic ground plane which has a fixed φGND of π radians.
If the cavity height h, resonance frequency fr and PRS
reflection phase φPRS are fixed, then the value of φGND required to satisfy equation (1) can be calculated. In this
paper, h is fixed at λ2.4GHz/6 (≈ 20 mm).The reflection coefficient phase of the PRS, φPRS, is 145° at 2.4 GHz and 135°
at 5.8 GHz (see Sec. 2.1).
To calculate the required value of φGND at 2.4 GHz,
we put fr = 2.4 GHz, φPRS = 145°, k = 0 and h = 20 mm. This
yields φGND = –25°. The required value of φGND at 5.8 GHz
can be calculated similarly by putting fr = 5.8 GHz, φPRS =
135°, k = 1 and h = 20 mm. This results in φGND = 144°.
Therefore, the designed AMC ground plane should
exhibit a reflection phase of –25° at 2.4 GHz and 144° at
5.8 GHz in order to satisfy the cavity resonance condition.
The designed unit cell of the AMC ground plane and its
reflection coefficients are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that the reflection phases are very close to the calculated
values at both 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz.

Observing the reflection phases of the PRS (Fig. 2(a),
(b)) and AMC (Fig. 4(b), (c)) in the two frequency bands, it
can be concluded that φGND + φPRS increases with frequency
from 2.3 GHz to 2.5 GHz and from 5.7 GHz to 5.9 GHz.

3. Patch Antenna
A patch antenna with asymmetric cross slots and
diagonally opposite truncated corners is designed to act as
the radiator. The antenna is fed via a coaxial cable located
near the edge of a microstrip line, as shown in Fig. 5.
If a patch antenna is designed with only the corner
truncations, it radiates a CP wave near 2.5 GHz. After the
addition of the asymmetric cross slots, the patch radiates
a CP wave at 2.4 GHz as well as an additional LP wave at
5.8 GHz. The current distributions of the patch antenna at
2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz are shown in Fig. 6.
The addition of the slots therefore serves two
purposes. It shifts the first band slightly to the left (from
2.5 GHz to 2.4 GHz; due to increased current path length)
and adds a second resonance near 5.8 GHz.

Fig. 5. Designed patch antenna.

(a)

Phase 0°

Phase 90°
(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. (a) Designed AMC unit cell and its reflection
coefficients in the (b) 2.4 GHz band and (c) 5.8 GHz
band.

(b)
Fig. 6. Surface current distributions (A/m) at (a) 2.4 GHz and
(b) 5.8 GHz.
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The widths of the slots are made equal. Increasing/
decreasing the widths results in left/right shift of the first
resonance due to the increased/decreased current path
length. The current concentration around the slots at
5.8 GHz can be observed from Fig. 6(b). As a result, the
lengths of both the shorter and longer slots affect the
5.8 GHz band. Additionally, the longer slot also affects the
2.4 GHz band. Therefore, the two bands can be adjusted
and shifted by varying the lengths of the cross slots.

4. Fabry-Pérot Cavity Antenna
The proposed FPCA is shown in Fig. 7. The patch
antenna described in the previous section is used as the
primary radiator. It is placed on the AMC ground plane
where it is surrounded by 40 AMC unit cells. The gaps
between the patch and the AMC unit cells are shown in
Fig. 7(a). The PRS layer, consisting of 25 unit cells, is
placed above the patch antenna-AMC ground plane layer.
Although the initial height of the cavity was fixed at
20 mm (≈ λ2.4GHz/6), the final cavity height was chosen to
be 22.5 mm after optimizations.

4.1 Measurement Setup
A vector network analyzer (VNA) from Agilent
Technologies having model number E5071B (300 kHz to
8.5 GHz) is used for all measurements. The S11 of the
antenna under test (AUT) is measured by connecting it to
the VNA.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. FPCA: (a) 3D view, (b) end view and (c) fabricated
prototype.

Fig. 8. Illustrated measurement setup of the antenna (top) and
actual measurement setup (bottom) with VNA (inset of
bottom figure).

The radiation patterns, gains and axial ratio of the
AUT are measured inside an anechoic chamber. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 8.
To measure the gain of the AUT, the gain comparison
method is used. In this method, two identical 800 MHz–
18 GHz double ridged linearly polarized broadband horn
antennas (Model HA-08M18G-NF) whose gains are exactly known (gain standards) are connected to the two ports
of the VNA. The antennas are aligned in terms of polarization and direction of maximum radiation intensity. The
distance separating the antennas is large enough to ensure
that they are in the far-field with respect to one another.
The magnitude of S21 of the VNA is noted. Next, the horn
antenna connected to port 2 is replaced by the AUT. The
distance between the antennas is kept the same. The magnitude of S21 is noted again. Since the S21 of the VNA is
related to the ratio of the power received to the power
transmitted, Friis’ transmission equation can be used to
form two sets of equations involving the two measured S21
and hence the gain of the AUT can be determined. This
method is used to calculate the gain of the antenna at
5.8 GHz.
It should be noted however that since the AUT has CP
at 2.4 GHz, the horn antenna of port 1 has to be oriented
once along the horizontal direction to act as a horizontally
polarized gain standard and once along the vertical direction to act as a vertically polarized gain standard. Doing
this helps us capture the partial gains corresponding to each
linearly polarized component of the AUT at 2.4 GHz. Then
the horizontal and vertical gains can be added to get the
total gain of the AUT at 2.4 GHz.
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To measure the radiation pattern at 5.8 GHz, the
standard horn antenna is connected to port 1 of the VNA
while the AUT is connected to port 2 such that their principle E-planes lie in the yz plane. The AUT is then rotated
about the vertical axis of Fig. 8(top) from –150° to 150°
with an incremental step width of 10°. The magnitude of
S21 is noted for each rotation and the Friis’ transmission
equation is used in each case to map out the radiation pattern in the xz plane. To plot the radiation pattern in the yz
plane, both the AUT and the horn antenna are rotated 90°
about the horizontal axis of Fig. 8(top). Now their principle
E planes lie in the xz plane. The AUT is again rotated from
–150° to +150° in a similar fashion and the S21 are noted to
map the radiation pattern in the yz plane.
The radiation pattern at 2.4 GHz is measured similarly
but with a slight modification since the antenna contains
two orthogonal linearly polarized components. To capture
the total radiation pattern in a given plane, the horn antenna
has to be oriented vertically once and horizontally once
(keeping the orientation of the AUT fixed) and the radiation patterns for these two cases need to be added.
To measure the AR of the AUT at 2.4 GHz, the horn
antenna is again connected to port 1 while the AUT is connected to port 2 of the VNA. The AUT is then rotated in
the xy plane (about the horizontal axis of Fig. 8(top)). The
magnitudes and phases of S21 are noted for two orthogonal
orientations of φ = 0° and 90°. The ratio of these two magnitudes is close to 1 and the phase difference between them
is close to 90°. Two additional orthogonal orientations of
φ = 45° and 135° are also chosen and it is seen that even in
these orientations, the ratio of the two S21 magnitudes is
close to 1 and their phase difference is close to 90°.

4.2 Measured Results
The reflection coefficient curves of the FPCA are
shown in Fig. 9. The red dashed line labeled “Patch” in
both Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) represents the S11 of the unloaded
patch antenna (described in Sec. 3). It can be seen that
there is not much difference between the S11 of the unloaded patch and the FPCA. This means that the loading
effect of the AMC ground plane and the PRS layer on the
patch antenna is minimal. The FPCA achieves a –10 dB S11
BW of 8.1% (2.31 GHz–2.52 GHz) in the 2.4 GHz band
and 6.1% (5.61 GHz–5.96 GHz) in the 5.8 GHz band.
It can be observed from Fig. 10 that the loading of the
AMC ground and PRS layer slightly increases the AR
magnitude of the patch antenna without changing the 3dB
AR-BW. The FPCA achieves a 3dB AR-BW of 7.9%
(2.31 GHz–2.49 GHz).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. S11 vs. frequency plots in the (a) 2.4 GHz band and
(b) 5.8 GHz band.

Fig. 10. Axial ratio vs. frequency in the 2.4 GHz band.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. E field distributions (V/m) within the FP cavity at
(a) 2.4 GHz and (b) 5.8 GHz.

Near field contour plots shown in Fig. 11 demonstrate
the fact that the E field magnitude is uniform throughout
the FP cavity at 2.4 GHz while it is concentrated near the
central portion of the cavity at 5.8 GHz.

antenna, the gain of the FPCA is increased by 9 dB in the
first band and 8 dB in the second band. The proposed
antenna has a peak measured gain of 14.3 dBi (14.1 dBic
RHCP; simulated) at 2.4 GHz and 15.5 dBi at 5.8 GHz.

The gain enhancements achieved by the FPC at both
2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz are clearly visible by observing the
radiation patterns of Fig. 12. Compared to the unloaded patch

The antenna achieves high efficiencies in both the
2.4 GHz band and 5.8 GHz band. The simulated efficiency
of the antenna is found to be  84% within the 2.4 GHz
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band and  87% within the 5.8 GHz band. The radiation
efficiency versus frequency plot is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Simulated radiation efficiencies at the two bands.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 14. Peak gain vs. frequency plots in the (a) 2.4 GHz band
and (b) 5.8 GHz band.

Figure 14 presents the peak gain vs. frequency plots
of the FPCA in both the frequency bands. The antenna
achieves a 3dB gain BW of 7.8% (2.34 GHz–2.53 GHz) in
the first band and 5.5% (5.64 GHz–5.96 GHz) in the second band. Therefore, the proposed antenna achieves very
good 3dB gain BWs using only a single PRS layer.
(b)
Fig. 12. Far field radiation patterns at (a) 2.4 GHz and
(b) 5.8 GHz.
Ref.

No. of PRS layers

[13]

2

[14]

2

[15]

1

[16]

1

[17]

1

This paper

1

Frequency bands
(GHz)
10.6
13.2
2.45
5.6
6.95
13
19.75
29.75
5.6
10
2.4
5.8

In Tab. 1, the proposed antenna is compared with
other dual band FPCAs found in literature. The proposed
antenna has the smallest cavity height among all the antennas
presented. It also has the highest 3dB gain BWs in both the

Cavity height
(w.r.t lower band)

Lateral
dimensions
(w.r.t lower band)

1λ10.6GHz

5λ  5λ10.6GHz

0.45λ2.45GHz

1.3λ  1.3λ2.45GHz

0.5λ6.95GHz

2.5λ  2.5λ6.95GHz

0.5λ19.75GHz

5.3λ  5.3λ19.75GHz

0.28λ5.6GHz

1.5λ  1.5λ5.6GHz

0.18λ2.4GHz

1.5λ  1.5λ2.4GHz

Gain
(dBi)

3dB gain BW
(%)

14.5
15
14.9
14
16.5
20.9
16.2
18.5
10.1
15.2
14.3
(14.1dBic)
15.5

4.5
4.6
7
11
1.44
3.35
4.5
2.4
4.1
2.7

Tab. 1. Comparison of the proposed FPCA with dual band FPCAs found in literature.

7.8
5.5
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bands. Only the FPCA presented in [14] has a higher 3dB
gain BW in the second band. However, it uses two PRS
layers to achieve this high gain BW. Therefore, the
advantages of the proposed antenna over existing dual band
FPCAs are clearly highlighted in Tab. 1.

5. Conclusion
A dual band FPCA operating at 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz
is presented. The antenna uses a single PRS layer with
metallization on both sides of the substrate to achieve wide
3dB gain BWs at both the bands. An AMC ground plane is
used to reduce the cavity height of the antenna significantly. The antenna radiates a RHCP wave at 2.4 GHz and
a LP wave at 5.8 GHz. It achieves high gains and efficiencies in both the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands. The proposed
antenna is also simple to design and easy to fabricate.
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